
FOR COACHES AND CONSULTANTS WHO WANT  THE CONFIDENCE
BOOSTING INGREDIENT TO STOP SAYING YES TO NO CLIENTS

MY #1 ROADMAP TO ATTRACTING
MORE HIGH TICKET CLIENTS
USING THE WORD "No ! "

B Y  T R A C Y  A B O A G Y E W A  M A L O N E



Hi, I’m Tracy Malone, Award-winning 7-Figure Female
Entrepreneur, and I help coaches, consultants and
professional services business owners grow their business
using the latest digital tools, automation systems, and
visibility marketing strategies.

I do this by sharing my many years of experience, hard
work, and research with my online community  - primarily
to themembers in my Activation Inner Circle and coaches I certify within The

American Association of Female Entrepreneurs, an accredited Business Coach
Certification program that I founded. Through online training programs and
monthly Activation Kits, I empower women to grow profitable, lifestyle
businesses without the overwhelm.  I activate, motivate, and strengthen
women to achieve their greatest potential. 

Helping women from all over the world to create online courses is my
"Bankable Gift" to the world. Through my help, many women have transformed
the way they do business and are now generating hundreds of thousands of
dollars in revenue in their own businesses using my tools and strategies. And
guess what?!! You can too!

I’ve trained thousands of women from around the world, built incredible
relationships, and delivered industry-leading training through my online
programs. I am always honored to confidently share my experiences and
valuable insight that anyone believing for bigger can learn from and easily
implement into their business right away.

So with that being said... it’s time to start attracting more high value clients
that you desire to serve and to stop leaving money on the table.  There's never
been  a better time to repel those that you haven't been called to serve and to
start creating the bankable business that God originally intended for you. A
business that allows you to serve your market in the most authentic way and
create the life you and and your loved ones deserve.

Let's give you the tools and confidence to boldly say "No" to those you would
have said "Yes" to before you had this resource!  You got this! 

xx
WWW.TRACYABOAGYEWAMALONE.COMTracy
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Let me define what a             client is.

I made a ton of mistakes when it came to my first clients.  It didn't matter
if it was one-on-one coaching, done-for-you services, or group coaching…

You name it... I've pretty much made every mistake in the book. 

This resource is where I'm sharing one of the biggest mistakes that I made... 

And to show you how to avoid the frustrations, save time, and not have to go through
the same painful lessons that I did!

REQUEST CONSTANT SUPPORT

NO Client's want 24-hour support via email
and get upset when you don’t follow up right
away with an immediate response.

They may send 3+ emails in any given day and
are always in your DM with a new request. 

1

DON’T ALIGN WITH YOUR
BUSINESS VALUES AND MISSION
You're not meant to serve everyone.  There are some
personalities that you’re not going to like and some
approaches and communications styles that won’t sit
right with you. 

Guess what?!!  That's OK!

The world is filled with many different people with
many different values that you will never align with.
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"No!"



DON’T RESPECT YOU AS THE EXPERT 

Whether it's body language changes or negative
responses to advice that you give, No clients will
never respect your authority.  They aren't coachable
and your expertise should work for you not against
you.  

These types of people question your advice, want to
try their approach first, undermine your advice,
reference how other people have done it and are
not ready to make the changes they say they want
to make. 

3

TRY TO FIND ERRORS IN
ANYTHING THAT YOU DO TO
UNDERMINE YOUR PROGRAMS

Instead on focusing on getting the results they
signed up for, they are more concerned about
finding spelling and grammar mistakes and
giving their opinion about what needs to
change with your agendas, background sets,
office layout, and curriculum.

They are too busy finding mistakes and not
getting their work done to have the
transformation you have been skilled to
provide them. 
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TALK ABOUT YOU TO OTHER CLIENTS

NO Clients openly talk about their dislikes about your
coaching style, based on the fact that they aren't getting
results.  The truth is that they are not putting in the work to
get the results they want.  

Little do they know that the very people they talk about you
to, will share everything they have shared with you.  

Remember, what's done in the dark always comes to light.
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If someone has paid you and shown you their true colors and
they turn out to be a little bit cray cray and just not a good
fit… what do you do? 

You've set your intentions for the day or for
your meeting with this client, but they end up
distracting you from the outcomes you've set
forth.  

These types of clients distract you from being
able to help the people you are actually
supposed to have a huge impact on because
they make you more reactive than in control.
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DISTRACT YOU

Let me define what a             client is."No!"



As much as we can blame the other person for
making us feel anxious, the reality is that it’s us who
sets the tone for how we allow others to make us
feel about ourselves.

If a client makes you feel anxious, disheartened or
discouraged about your goals, then they have the
power to cripple your creativity.  

7 MAKE YOU FEEL ANXIOUS,
DISHEARTENED AND DISCOURAGED

DON’T APPRECIATE WHAT YOU DO 
You can never make these type of people happy, because
they don't value your gift enough to honor your hours.8

By the time you get the contract back, you often
wonder if you wrote the contract of if they did. 

9
MAKE CHANGES TO EVERY LINE ITEM IN
YOUR CONTRACT
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If you notice a pattern of anxiety after meeting with a client,
then take steps to stop this from continuing. You always have
the power to set limits around a client's behaviour – even if
that sometimes means ending a business relationship that is
crippling you and your business.

Here are some more "No" Client characteristics to look for: 

No clients will never value the price that yo charge for your
services, because they truly aren't ready to invest in
themselves. 

10
NICKEL AND DIME YOU AND WANT YOU
TO UNDERCHARGE YOUR WORTH

Let me define what a             client is."No!"



Have you ever said yes because you’re a little desperate? 
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Let me define what a             client is."No!"

DOUBT YOUR GIFTS AND SKILLS EVEN BEFORE
YOU CAN SHOWCASE WHO YOU ARE

Remember that you are the expert.  Your organized knowledge is
valuable.  Don't take rejection into the next call or think everyone
is the same way. 
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Any client that shows up late, consistently cancels, or is often
a no-show is not serious enough for you to waste your time,
energy, and resources on.  

Set your expectations from the very beginning and make sure
to be clear about how you handle no-shows. Even if they
request a "pause" in services, be sure that your "pause" policy
is very clear. 

12
SHOW UP LATE OR DON'T SHOW UP

ALWAYS COMPLAIN AND ARE OVERLY
AGGRESSIVE
These types of clients are wishy washy, rude, judgmental, and
negative.  Pay attention and be strong enough to let anyone go
that is not a good fit for your business. 
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CHECKLIST OF A "NO" CLIENT 
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Request constant support

Don’t align with your business values and mission

Don’t respect you as the expert 

Try to find errors in anything that you do to undermine your programs

Talk about you to other clients

Distract you

Can make you feel anxious, disheartened and discouraged

Don’t appreciate what you do 
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Make changes to every line item in your contract

Nickel and dime you and want you to undercharge your worth

Doubt your gifts and skills even before you can showcase who you are

No show

Request short breaks or pauses

Distract you

Always complaining, aggressive, wishy washy, rude, judgmental, and negative

Never pay their invoices



HOW TO AVOID A no client

Listen to your gut instinct.

Some of the biggest areas where our judgment can be affected when it
comes to saying yes to a no client is failure, imposter syndrome, fear, self-
worth, desperation, arrogance, stress, ignorance, and suspicion.

Pay attention.

Pay attention to the warning signs in the early stages of onboarding a new
client and when you're on a discovery call or sales consult. 

Choosing who to work with is the same as deciding who to keep dating
People will tell you who they are right from the beginning.  Be sure to take
note and not make a mistake from the onset. 

Know your values.

Understanding your self-worth and knowing who you
are is key to being able to avoid No Clients.

When you know what you stand for and what you
stand against, you'll be able to better pinpoint when
someone is just not the right fit for you and your
business model (and vice versa).
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#followyourgut 

#payattentio
n

#knowwhoyouare



TRACY ABOAGYEWA MALONE

Half of the troubles of 

growing, and scaling

and not saying "No" soon enough.

and going through life can be
traced to saying "Yes" too quickly

starting,
a business



You are in possession of one of the most important
life skill resources that you can confidently use
everyday to attract what you  want. 

But, until you fully understand how to detect a no
client, how to identify a high value  client, and sales
techniques on how to sell and confidently say "no"
during a discovery call, this resource will only
remain a key that sits on your keyring that never
gets used.

Join me inside as a trial member for just $37 USD  month plus you can cancel
at anytime.  You'll receive training on everything you need and what to do in
the right order to supercharge your results and attract more high ticket clients
with an irresistible offer that sells like hotcakes.

In my private Activation Inner Circle Membership Program, I will become your
personal business coach and give you the exact scripts and activate you
beyond your wildest imagination. You'll grow alongside a community of like-
minded women ready to believe in your big ideas and support you each step of
the way.

Being part of the Activation Inner Circle has the potential to transform your

business, and your life, as you stop trading time for money, regain more time

and uncap your Income.

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

So, if you’d like to use this guide to it's full potential,
I’ll show you how inside my business  mentorship
membership community, The Activation Inner
Circle.
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